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Abstract
Life in social groups, while potentially providing social beneﬁts, inevitably leads to conﬂict
among group members. In many social mammals, such conﬂicts lead to the formation of dominance hierarchies, where high-ranking individuals consistently outcompete other group members. Given that competition is a fundamental tenet of the theory of natural selection, it is
generally assumed that high-ranking individuals have higher reproductive success than lowerranking individuals. Previous reviews have indicated large variation across populations on the
potential eﬀect of dominance rank on reproductive success in female mammals. Here, we perform a meta-analysis based on 444 eﬀect sizes from 187 studies on 86 mammal species to
investigate how life-history, ecology and sociality modulate the relationship between female
dominance rank and ﬁtness. As predicted, we found that (1) dominance rank is generally positively associated with reproductive success, independent of the approach diﬀerent studies
have taken to answer this question; and that (2) the relationship between rank and reproductive success is conditional on life-history mechanisms, with higher eﬀects of dominance
rank on reproductive output than on survival, particularly in species with high reproductive
investment. Contrary to our predictions, (3) the ﬁtness beneﬁts to high-ranking females appear consistent across ecological conditions rather than increasing when resources decrease.
Instead, we found that the social environment consistently mitigates rank diﬀerences on reproductive success by modulating female competition, with, as predicted, (4) dominant females
showing higher reproductive success than subordinates in two diﬀerent types of societies:
ﬁrst, eﬀect sizes are highest when females live in cooperatively breeding groups composed of
a single dominant female and one or more subordinate females; second, they are also elevated
when females form diﬀerentiated relationships which occurs when groups are composed of
unrelated females. Our ﬁndings indicate that obtaining a high ranking position in a social group
consistently provides female mammals with ﬁtness beneﬁts, even though future studies might
show lower eﬀects given various biases in the literature we were able to access, including,
but not restricted to, a publication bias. They further draw a complex landscape of the level
of social inequality across mammalian societies, reﬂected by variation in the beneﬁts of social
dominance, which appears to be shaped by reproductive and social competition more than by
ecological competition.
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Introduction
In order for social groups to persist, group members need to find strategies to deal with the conflicts
that inevitably occur (Ward and Webster (2016)). In many female social mammals, conflicts and
aggressive interactions are associated with the formation of different types of hierarchies. How these
hierarchies form and are expressed differs across societies (Tibbetts, Pardo-Sanchez, and Weise (2022)). In
singular cooperative breeders, a single dominant breeding female suppresses reproduction in subordinate
group members, who rarely fight amongst each other until an opportunity to become dominant opens
(Solomon, French, et al. (1997)). In many species where multiple breeding females form stable groups,
females can be arranged in stable linear hierarchies, where mothers help their daughters to inherit their
rank in their matriline (Holekamp and Smale (1991)). In another set of species, hierarchies are more
flexible as a female’s rank depends on her body size, condition, or availability of coalition partners (Pusey
(2012)). However, it has remained unclear whether and when dominant females gain substantial fitness
benefits, indicating that there is selection on all females to compete for a high rank. Instead of direct
selection on females to compete over high dominance rank because it provides substantial fitness
benefits, selection might be on females to find a place in the hierarchy that maximizes their fitness based
on their intrinsic qualities and access to social opportunities.
The prevailing assumption is that high ranking females benefit from their dominant status because
outcompeting other females provides them with priority of access to resources (Ellis (1995), Pusey
(2012)). Subordinates are expected to accept their status, because despite having lower reproductive
success than dominants, they have few outside options and would presumably face high costs, or have
even lower success if they tried to challenge for the dominant status or to reproduce independently
(Alexander (1974), Vehrencamp (1983)). An alternative assumption however is that both dominants and
subordinates gain from arranging themselves in a hierarchy to avoid the overt fighting that occurs
whenever differentially aggressive individuals repeatedly interact (West (1967)). All individuals make a
compromise, such that they all balance the potential benefits of their respective positions with the
potential costs (Williams (1966)).
Previous reviews have found that while high ranking female mammals frequently appear to have
higher reproductive success, there are many populations where such an association has not been found
(Pusey (2012), T. Clutton-Brock and Huchard (2013)). Most studies that brought together such data have
focused on primates and generally only provided qualitative summaries of the evidence, sometimes using
a limited number of fitness proxies (Fedigan (1983), Ellis (1995), Paula Stockley and Bro-Jørgensen
(2011)). One meta-analysis across primates investigated whether life history might mediate the strength
of the association between dominance and reproductive success and found that high-ranking females had
higher fecundity benefits in species with a longer lifespan (Majolo et al. (2012)). However, there has been
no study simultaneously examining the effect of life-history, social and ecological factors in modulating
the benefits of social dominance. Similarly, there has been no quantitative assessment of the potential
factors that may mitigate the relationship between rank and reproductive success to explain those cases
where high rank is not beneficial. Here, we investigate the extent and sources of variation in the effect of
dominance rank on female reproductive success across social mammals. Our study builds on the long
history of research on dominance interactions (Strauss et al. (2022)) by bringing together effect sizes of
the relationship between rank and reproductive success from diverse mammalian societies, and we add
socio-ecological predictor variables that have not been included in earlier analyses.

Objective
In this study, we present a quantitative assessment of the strength of the relationship between female
dominance rank and reproductive success in social mammals and explore factors that might mediate this
relationship. Our objective is to identify the ranges of variation in the relationship between rank and
reproductive success and to investigate how this relationship is influenced by differences in life-history,
ecology, and sociality. We addressed our objective through the following questions, by testing the
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corresponding four core predictions, which each break into a number of secondary predictions (see
results):
1) Does high rank generally lead to higher reproductive success for females in social mammals?
We expected that, overall, high dominance rank has a positive effect on reproductive success, based
on the previously published reviews and meta-analyses.
2) What are the life history traits that mediate the benefits of rank on reproductive success?
We expected that dominants have higher reproductive success predominantly in species in which
females have the ability to quickly produce large numbers of offspring, because reproductive competition
may be most intense in those species that invest heavily in reproduction, and the consequences of such
competition may be more detectable due to the potential for large variance in reproductive success
among females in such species
3) What are the ecological conditions that mediate the benefits of rank on reproductive success?
We expected that differences in reproductive potential would be particularly marked where
within-group contest competition for resources is expected to be largest, that is when resources are
limited and monopolizable.
4) What are the social circumstances that mediate the benefits of rank?
We expected that the association between dominance rank and reproduction is stronger in species
living in more stable and structured social groups, where rank differences may be pronounced, and stable
over long periods.

Methods
Literature search
The literature search was performed by S & DL. We started with the references in previous major
reviews and meta-analyses on the association between dominance and reproduction in female mammals
(see below for inclusion criteria): Fedigan (1983) (8 effect sizes on female primates entered), Ellis (1995)
(16 effect sizes entered / 5 not entered on female non-primates, 38 effect sizes entered / 22 not entered
on female primates), Brown and Silk (2002) (28 effect sizes entered / 7 not entered on female primates),
Paula Stockley and Bro-Jørgensen (2011) (12 effect sizes entered / 2 not entered on female non-primates,
11 effect sizes entered / 1 not entered on female primates), Majolo et al. (2012) (26 effect sizes entered /
2 not entered on female primates), Pusey (2012) (45 effect sizes entered / 2 not entered on female
primates), and T. Clutton-Brock and Huchard (2013) (8 effect sizes entered / 1 not entered on female
primates, 6 effect sizes entered / 1 not entered on female non-primates) (some effect sizes appear in
multiple studies, leading to a total of 136 effect sizes) (using Pubmed, 22 May 2019 - 13 June 2019). Next,
we searched Google Scholar and Google Search with the following terms: “dominance AND female AND
mammal AND reproductive success OR reproduction” (04 July 2019 - 31 July 2019; 143 additional effect
sizes), “rank AND female AND mammal AND reproductive success OR reproduction” (14 September 2019
- 13 November 2019; 90 additional effect sizes), and “sex ratio AND dominance AND female AND
mammal” (11 February 2020 - 06 March 2020; 75 additional effect sizes).
We checked the titles and abstracts to identify studies that observed dominance interactions and
reproductive success in social groups of interacting female non-human mammals. We limited our checks
to the first 1000 results for all searches as automatically sorted by the respective search engine (sorted by
‘relevance’ on Google Scholar). We selected studies that measured the association between dominance
rank and at least one aspect of female reproductive success and reported the data or a test-statistic. For
both dominance and reproductive success, we only included studies that had direct measures, not
secondary indicators. For dominance, we excluded studies where authors did not explicitly determine
dominance relationships and only assumed that traits such as size, presence in core areas, or reproductive
success itself indicate dominance. We did however include studies where authors established dominance
hierarchies, found that they are associated with some other trait such as size or condition, and
subsequently used the other trait to rank individuals. For reproductive success, we similarly excluded
studies that reported associations of dominance rank with traits whose links with reproductive success
were indirect or had not been tested. Studies we excluded reported, for example, associations between
dominance rank and mating frequency, priority of access to food resources, or differences in ranging
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behaviour. We included all kinds of academic publications, from primary articles published in
peer-reviewed journals through reviews, books and book chapters, and unpublished PhD theses.
Variables, their definitions, and their sources
Variables coded directly from the relevant publications:
All data from the literature search on publications reporting the effect of dominance rank on
reproductive success were entered prior to the first submission of the preregistration. S and DL
performed the data extraction. We initially coded eight papers independently, for which we both
extracted the same values and classified the approaches in the same way. S and DL also independently
went through the studies included in Majolo et al. (2012) and agreed on which to include and which not.
After this, S and DL independently identified and coded articles, with occasional cross-checks and
discussions of any border line cases. We extracted the relevant information to calculate the effect sizes
and their associated variance. In addition, we coded a set of variables to characterize the methodological
approach. The dataset contains 444 effect sizes from 187 studies on 86 mammalian species.
Z-transformed effect size: we converted all effect sizes to Z-transformed correlation coefficients (Zr). In
cases where articles reported a pairwise correlation coefficient, we directly use this value. In cases where
authors had used alternative statistical approaches (e.g. t-test comparison between two groups of
individuals), the test statistics were converted to the statistic ‘r’ using formulas provided by Lakens (2013),
Lajeunesse et al. (2013), and Wilson (2019). In cases where authors reported individual-level data
reflecting dominance rank and reproductive success (for example in the form of a table that listed for
groups of dominants and subordinates their mean and deviation of reproductive success or for every
individual their rank and reproductive success), we calculated correlation coefficients directly from a
2-by-2 frequency table (when comparing classes of high- to low-ranking individuals) or from linear
regressions (when individuals had continuous ranks). In cases where studies simply stated that “all
dominants bred but none of the subordinates” we assumed an error of 0.5% for both dominants not
breeding and subordinates breeding to obtain the sampling variance estimates. We extracted separate
effect sizes for each reported analysis: for example, if authors reported separately associations between
dominance rank and mortality of offspring to 1 year and to independence, we obtained two effect sizes
from this population reflecting infant survival. We Z-transformed all correlation coefficients to control for
the asymptotic distribution of these values. We changed the sign of the effect sizes to make them
consistent across studies. This was necessary because dominance rank was coded differently across
studies, for example sometimes studies assigned dominant individuals the lowest value by starting a
count from 1, whereas in other cases they were assigned the highest value to reflect the proportion of
other females they are dominant over. We set the sign of effect sizes such that positive values mean that
higher ranking individuals have shorter interbirth intervals, higher survival as adults and of their infants,
higher infant production (e.g. larger litter sizes, higher probability of breeding), and higher lifetime
reproductive success (e.g. higher total number of offspring weaned).
Sample size: we recorded the sample size for the relevant statistical comparison (number of females,
number of offspring, number of matrilines etc.).
Sampling variance: we calculated the sampling variance of the effect sizes based on the correlation
coefficient r and the sample size, using the formulas provided by Wilson (2019). The standard error, which
is alternatively used in some approaches, is the square root of the sampling variance (Viechtbauer
(2010)).
Species identity: we recorded the common name and the latin species name as listed by the authors.
We referred to the Mammal Diversity Database (Burgin et al. (2018)) to resolve instances where species
attributions had been changed since the publication of the original study.
Study site: we recorded the name of the study site as listed by the authors in the method section. The
focus of this variable is to determine whether multiple observations are from the same species from the
same study population, and we accordingly assigned different names for the study site label in case two
or more different species had been studied at the same site.
Measure of reproductive success: we recorded which aspect of reproduction dominance rank was
associated with. We classified reproductive traits into six classes: - age at first reproduction (includes age
at first birth, age at first conception, age at first menstrual cycle); - infant survival (includes rates of
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mortality of offspring prior to their independence; proportion of pregnancies carried to birth); - survival
(includes rates of mortality of females per year, age at death); - infant production (includes litter size,
offspring weight, litter mass, number of offspring per year, probability of birth in a given year, number of
surviving infants per year); - interbirth interval (includes time between live births, number of cycles to
conception, number of litters per year); - lifetime reproductive success (includes total number of offspring
born or surviving to independence for females who had been observed from first reproduction to death).
Classification of rank: we recorded the approach the authors had used to assign dominance positions
to individuals, distinguishing between those based on aggressive/submissive interactions between pairs
of individuals and those based on other traits such as age, size, or which female was the first to
reproduce.
Scoring of rank: we recorded whether in the analyses individuals were assigned a specific, continuous
rank position or whether individuals were classified into rank categories (dominant versus subordinates,
high- versus middle- versus low-ranking).
Duration of study: we recorded the number of years that authors had observed the individuals
(anything less than one year was assigned a value of 1).
Population type: we recorded whether the population was free-living, provisioned, or captive based
on the authors descriptions.
Social group size: we recorded the average number of adult females per group in the study
population, based on the information provided in the manuscripts. We relied on the definition of a social
group as used by the respective authors, which might include associations of females in: singular-breeder
cooperative groups (as in wolves or meerkats); stable groups of multiple breeding females (as in baboons
or hyenas); or breeding associations defined by physical proximity (as in bighorn sheep or antelopes). We
will have a separate coding of the social system (see below).
Variables extracted from the broader literature for each species/populations:
The following data were added prior to the analyses. For most of these, we extracted information
from the relevant papers or publications reporting on the same population. For some of these, we used
previously published species’ averages, because records from each population for each specific period
during which the effect of dominance rank on reproductive success were measured were not available for
a large enough sample. We list sources we used to obtain these data.
Litter size: the number of offspring per birth; data available for each population, we used the average
as reported by the authors (based on the data in Jones et al. (2009)).
Interbirth interval: the time in months between consecutive births; data available for a limited set of
populations, we used the average as reported by the authors. Given that population specific data was
available for only a very limited subset, we added species-level averages (based on the data in Jones et al.
(2009)).
Maximum lifespan: the maximum time in months that an individual of that species has been recorded
to live for (based on the data in Jones et al. (2009)).
Cooperative breeding group: whether social groups usually contain a single breeding female and
additional non-breeding adult females that help to raise the offspring of the breeding female. Group
membership for females is usually closed and changes occur through birth and death or fissioning of
existing groups. This classification is in contrast to plural breeding groups and breeding associations (see
below); data available for each population, we used the description of the social system in the population
as reported by the authors.
Plural breeding group: whether social groups usually contain multiple breeding females that remain
together for extended periods of time. It includes both groups in which females are philopatric or
disperse. Females form differentiated relationships with other group members. This classification is in
contrast to cooperative breeding groups and breeding associations (see above/below); data available for
each population, we used the description of the social system in the population as reported by the
authors.
Breeding association: whether social groups consist of multiple breeding females that associate either
in space or by mutual attraction. Group membership is fluid and associations among individuals can
rapidly change. This classification is in contrast to cooperative breeding groups and plural breeding groups
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(see above); data available for each population, we will use the description of the social system in the
population as reported by the authors.
Dominance system: whether dominance rank of females appears to depend primarily on (i) their age,
(ii) their physical attributes such as body size, or (iii) nepotism in the form of support from their mother or
from same-aged group members. Data available from a subset of populations, to which we added data
from primary reports of species-level classifications from other populations assuming that this trait is
usually stable across populations within species (references listed in the data file).
Philopatry: whether females have the majority of their offspring in the same social groups or in the
same location in which they have been born or whether females disperse to other groups or locations to
reproduce; data from species-level descriptions of female behaviour (based on the data in Barsbai, Lukas,
and Pondorfer (2021)).
Monopolizable resources: whether the gross dietary category of a species is based on monopolizable
resources (carnivory, frugivory), or non-monopolizable resources (herbivory, or omnivory) (based on the
data in Wilman et al. (2014)).
Environmental harshness: whether the average climatic conditions experienced by the species are
characterized by cold temperatures, low rainfall, and unpredictability (based on the data and principal
components summarizing climate data in Botero et al. (2014)).
Population density: the average number of individuals per square kilometer for the species (based on
the data in Jones et al. (2009)).
Average and variance in relatedness among group females: the average and variance in relatedness
measured using genetic approaches among adult females within the same group as reported for this
species; data available from a subset of the populations (references listed in the data file).
Coalition formation: whether adult females form coalitions with other female group members to
support each other during within-group aggressive interactions; data from species-level descriptions of
female behaviour (based on the data in Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2018)).
Sexual dimorphism in body weight: we calculated sexual dimorphism following the two step approach
of Smith (1999) as the average weight of males divided by average weight of females if males are heavier
than females and as 2 minus the average weight of females divided by the average weight of males
otherwise (based on data in Jarman (1983), Loison et al. (1999), Smith and Cheverud (2002), Isaac (2005),
and Kappeler et al. (2019))
Male infanticide: whether adult males in that species kill offspring (based on the data in Lukas and
Huchard (2014)).
Adult sex ratio: the ratio of the average number of adult males divided by the sum of the average
number of females and males per social group of that species. We took species’ averages to reflect
adaptation to likely levels of potential sexual conflict because several of the studies from which we
extracted effect sizes had captive or experimental settings or only reported the number of females that
were included in the study (based on the data in Barsbai, Lukas, and Pondorfer (2021)).
Phylogeny
We generated a single consensus phylogeny for the mammalian species in our sample from the most
recent complete mammalian time-calibrated phylogeny (Upham, Esselstyn, and Jetz (2019)). We
downloaded a credible set of 1000 trees of mammalian phylogenetic history from
vertlife.org/phylosubsets/ (July 2020) and used TreeAnnotator (version 1.8.2 in BEAST: Drummond et al.
(2012)) to generate a maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree (median node heights and a burn in of 250
trees). We trimmed the tree to match the species in our sample (in one instance using a close relative,
Canis lupus instead of Canis familiaris ) and converted branch lengths using functions of the package ape
(Paradis and Schliep (2019)).
Analyses
We performed all analyses in the statistical software R (version 4.0.3; R Core Team (2020)). We built
separate models for each prediction. For some predictor variables,we could not find data to match to all
observed effect sizes, and excluded these cases with missing data from the respective analyses. We report
the sample size for each analysis. To assess the robustness of the findings and whether modeling
decisions might have an influence on our results, we used a frequentist and a Bayesian approach to build
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the statistical models. For the frequentist approach, we fit meta-analytic multilevel mixed-effects models
with moderators via linear models using the function”rma.mv” in the package metafor (Viechtbauer
(2010)), taking into account the sampling variance as measurement error and including models that
account for the potential correlations among effect sizes due to shared phylogenetic history among
species (Nakagawa and Santos (2012)). For the Bayesian approach, we estimated relationships as
implemented in the package rethinking using the function “ulam” (McElreath (2020)) to fit with Markov
chain Monte Carlo estimation in stan (Stan Development Team (2020)). We fit multilevel models that
include the sampling variance as measurement error (Kurz (2019)) and the shared phylogenetic history as
a covariance matrix. Weakly regularizing priors were used for all parameters. We drew 8000 samples from
four chains, checking that for each the Gelman-Rubin convergence diagnostic ‘R-hat’ values are less than
1.01 indicating that the Markov chains have converged towards the final estimates. Visual inspection of
trace plots and rank histograms were performed to ensure that they indicated no evidence of divergent
transitions or biased posterior exploration. Posteriors from the model were used to generate estimates of
the overall effect size and the influence of potential moderators. With both approaches, we determined
whether a variable had a relationship with the variation in the effect of dominance rank on reproductive
success when the interval (for metafor the 95% confidence interval of the estimate; for rethinking the
89% compatibility estimate of the posterior sample) of the estimated association did not cross zero
(continuous variable) or of the contrast between levels did not cross zero (categorical variable), indicating
that our data show a consistent positive/negative association.
In both approaches, the phylogenetic multilevel meta-analyses we used for most of our analyses takes
as outcome the individual effect sizes, the z-transformed 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟𝑖 as the i-th effect size (with i =
1,…,𝑁𝑖=∑1j 𝑁rj , where 𝑁𝑟 is the number of effect sizes reported in the j-th study). They include the
variance 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 , the sampling (measurement) error of the i-th effect; and the values for the respective
predictor variables, 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖 associated with the i-th effect size. From this, we estimate 𝜇 as the
meta-analytical mean (or intercept); and 𝛽explanatory ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 as the slope 𝛽 between the 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦
variable and the effect size values.
The meta-analysis in metafor takes the form:
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝛽explanatory ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖 + 𝑠k𝑖 + 𝑝k𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖
𝐬 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,𝜎2s 𝐈)
𝐩 ∼ 𝑀𝑉𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,𝜎2p 𝐃)
𝐞∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,𝐕)
where each effect size 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟𝑖 is assumed to reflect the overall mean 𝜇 and the relationship
with the respective predictor variable 𝛽explanatory ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖, plus 𝑠𝑘 is the species-specific effect, which
is not part of the phylogenetic effect with 𝐬 as 1 by the number of species 𝑁species vector of the 𝑠k values
which are normally distributed around zero with species specific variance 𝜎2s and 𝐼 has dimensions 𝑁species
by 𝑁species; 𝑝 is the phylogenetic effect for the k-th species, with 𝐩 as 1 by 𝑁species column vector with the 𝑝k
values which are assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance-covariance matrix 𝜎2p𝐾, where 𝜎2p denotes between species variance due to phylogeny and 𝐃 is
the 𝑁species by 𝑁species distance matrix between species 𝑘 and 𝑙 from the phylogeny; and 𝑒i is the
effect-size-specific residual term for the i-th effect size and 𝐞 is a 1 by 𝑁i vector of 𝑒i which is normally
distributed around zero with variance mean 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒i, the sampling (measurement) error of the i-th
effect, and 𝐕 is an 𝑁i by 𝑁i matrix with the 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒i values along the diagonal.
The meta-analysis in rethinking takes the form:
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i,𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒i)
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟 i∼ 𝑀𝑉𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛼,𝐾k[i] , l[j])
𝛼 = 𝜇 + 𝛽explanatory ∗𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦i
𝜇 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,1)
𝛽explanatory ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,0.5)
𝐊 = 𝜂2𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜌2𝐃2)
𝜂2∼𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙(1)
𝜌2∼𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙(1)
where each effect size 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i is assumed to reflect the true effect size of that relationship
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i that was measured with some error, with the extent of the error related to the observed
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒i of each effect size; the 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i effect sizes come from an overall distribution, the mean 𝛼
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of which depends on 𝜇 and the relationship with the respective predictor variable 𝛽explanatory ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦i,
with the priors for 𝜇 and 𝛽 centered around zero assuming the overall effect size mean is close to zero but
might be smaller or larger than zero and that the predictor variable might have no, a negative, or a
positive influence; and 𝐾k[i] , l[j] reflecting the similarity between the respective species 𝑘 and 𝑙 from which
the effect sizes 𝑖 and 𝑗 have been reported, with 𝐊 as the variance-covariance matrix of the 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑍𝑟i
reflecting the similarity between all species 𝑘 and 𝑙, where the same species 𝑘 can appear in multiple
rows/columns when there are multiple observed effect sizes from that species, that transforms the
squared distance 𝐃 among all species pairs 𝑘,𝑙 from the phylogeny according to a Gaussian process with a
multinormal prior with the parameters 𝜂2 (maximum covariance among closely related species) and 𝜌2
(decline in covariance as phylogenetic distance increases), whose priors are constrained to be positive.
We provide all code (archived version: Lukas et al. 2021a) showing the setup of the various models
and the plots, the input files containing the data (archived version: Lukas et al. 2021b) in a github
repository: https://github.com/dieterlukas/FemaleDominanceReproduction_MetaAnalysis. In addition,
the github repository also contains a simulated dataset with the same structure as the actual data, which
we used to assess the fit of our models in the preregistration.

Preregistration
We
preregistered
hypotheses,
methods,
and
analysis
plans:
https://dieterlukas.github.io/Preregistration_MetaAnalysis_RankSuccess.html
The literature search was completed before the first submission of the preregistration. All variables
that were coded directly from the source publications (Z transformed effect size, variance, sample size,
species identity, aspect of reproductive success, classification of rank, duration of study, population type,
and social group size) were also entered prior to the first submission. In July 2019, S worked with a
preliminary subset of the data (143 effect sizes), and investigated publication bias, the overall mean and
variance in effect sizes, and whether effect sizes differed according to which reproductive output was
measured. We added the data on the following explanatory variables and started analyses in July 2020
after the preregistration passed pre-study peer review at Peer Community In Ecology: Paquet (2020).
● litter size, litters per year, and population density for the respective species
● cooperative vs plural vs associate breeding from the descriptions in the respective population
from the articles from which we obtained the effect sizes
● dominance system from additional references on the species
● philopatry of the respective species
● diet category of the respective species
● environmental harshness across the range of the respective species
● coalition formation in the respective species
● sexual dimorphism in body weight
● male infanticide
● sex ratio among adult group members
● average relatedness from the articles from which we obtained the effect sizes or additional
references matching the exact population
● we did not collect data on variance in relatedness because it was not possible to extract this
information from most studies reporting relatedness levels

Changes from the preregistration
Additional variables
We added data on the maximum lifespan of species to address Prediction 4.2. We realized that
whether a study should be considered short- or long-term depends on the lifespan of the focal species.
We used the information on the number of years a study had been conducted together with the
maximum lifespan data to calculate the relative duration of a study as the number of years the study had
lasted divided by the maximum lifespan of the species.
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We added data on the dominance style of macaque species after noting that these species constitute
a large proportion of our sample. Across macaque species, dominance interactions among females in a
group have been assigned into one of four grades, ranging from egalitarian species in Grade 1 to highly
despotic species in Grade 4 (Thierry (2007)). We were interested to assess the effect of dominance style
on the benefits of dominance. We extracted the data on the dominance style for the species in our
sample from Balasubramaniam et al. (2012)
We changed how we calculated sexual dimorphism in body weight. We had previously taken the ratio
of male weight divided by female weight. A collaborator on a different project, in which we also use
sexual dimorphism in body weight as a variable, alerted us to the article by Smith (1999) which shows
that this simple ratio is biased because its distribution across species is non-linear resulting in
asymmetries when females are the larger sex (as example, assume a species where individuals of one sex
are 10kg and individuals of the other sex are 8kg; if males are the larger sex the simple ratio would
indicate that the larger sex is 25% larger [10/8=1.25]; however, if females were the larger sex it would
indicate that the larger sex is only 20% larger [8/10=0.80]). We therefore switched to formula provided in
this article, calculating sexual dimorphism as the average weight of males divided by average weight of
females if males are heavier than females and as two minus the average weight of females divided by the
average weight of males otherwise.
Outlier check
Before running the analyses, we made a funnel plot of the standard error over the effect size, where
we noticed three outlier data points. We realized that for these three entries (EffectRefs 425, 427, and
428) we had used the wrong formula to calculate the effect size and variance. All of these are studies of
multiple groups of Callithrix jacchus, each with a small number of females. For these three studies, we
had erroneously used the 2-by-2 frequency tables to calculate the standardized mean difference, not the
correlation coefficient. We corrected the values for these three entries before performing any of the
analyses.
Sampling bias
The funnel plot of the complete dataset showed a strong asymmetry, indicating that our sample is
biased towards including many studies with low precision and high positive effect sizes. To better illustrate
this sample bias, we used a different way to plot the data (Nakagawa, Lagisz, O’Dea, et al. (2021)) that
was suggested after we had written our preregistration. We also added further analyses, based on
functions in the packages ‘metafor’ (following Nakagawa, Lagisz, Jennions, et al. (2021)) and ‘rethinking’
(following McElreath (2020)), to determine the potential causes of the bias in our sample and the
influence on what effects should be expected in new samples.
Multivariate analyses
We constructed the multivariate analyses after completing the univariate analyses. Specifically, one
setof analyses investigates the potential difference between cooperative breeders and plural/associated
breeders, and others more specific links between likely linked variables.

Results
We extracted 444 effect sizes of the relationship between dominance rank and reproductive success
of female mammals from 187 studies on 86 species during our literature search (Figure 1). More than half
of the effect sizes are from primate species (254 effect sizes), with macaques (109) and baboons (76) a
particular focus for this research. About two thirds (283) of the reports are from wild populations; rank
was predominantly determined on the basis of aggressive interactions (407) rather than on other
measures such as age or size (37); and it was about equally frequent that researchers classified rank
categorically as dominant versus subordinate (251) than continuously from highest to lowest (193). Most
of the reported effects link dominance rank to infant production (198) followed by infant survival (113),
with fewer effects reported on interbirth intervals (46), lifetime reproductive success (34), survival (30), or
age at first reproduction (23).
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic distribution of the effect sizes in our dataset. Most effect sizes came from studies
of primates (green: 254 effect sizes from 35 different species), followed by ungulates (blue: 74 effect sizes
from 21 different species), rodents (yellow: 63 effect sizes from 17 species), and carnivores (purple: 51
effect sizes from 12 species), plus a single effect size each from hyraxes (red) and marsupials (aqua). Effect
sizes (averaged when multiple values exist for a given species) vary even among closely related species,
though there are slight differences among Orders (e.g. carnivores generally have high effect sizes, for
more details see below).
1) Does high rank generally lead to higher reproductive success for females in social mammals?
Prediction 1.1: Publication bias does not influence our sample of effect sizes.
We did not predict a publication bias, and accordingly no relationship between effect sizes and sample
size. A publication bias would be indicated if our sample does not contain many studies showing small
effect sizes with small sample sizes. Most studies set out to test if high dominance might lead to both
benefits and costs and therefore are likely to report also small effect sizes, and previous meta-analyses did
not detect signals of publication bias (e.g. Majolo et al. (2012)).
Result 1.1: Our sample shows several biases
A visual inspection of an orchard plot of the raw data of the range of effect sizes indicates a sample
bias, showing that extreme effect sizes tend to be of low precision and that there is an overrepresentation
of positive effect sizes (Figure 2).
There are potentially (at least) three sources of sample bias, the first being ‘publication bias’ with
studies with low effect sizes (not reaching traditional levels of significance) not ending-up in the published
literature, the second being ‘study system bias’ with research focusing on populations where it is easy to
detect effects (e.g. cooperative breeders), and the third being ‘study time bias’ with studies performed
over shorter time frames generally being more imprecise. We added further post-hoc analyses to
investigate these patterns individually here, and in combined models after identifying which study
systems might show different effect sizes (section R5.1).
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Figure 2. Orchard plot displaying the spread of the 444 effect sizes in our sample (each dot represents a
single effect size, the size of the dot indicates the precision). Overall, most studies report a positive
association between dominance rank and reproductive success (darker circle in the center indicates the
mean, thick black edge right next to circle indicates precision interval, thin black lines extending from
darker circle the confidence interval of the estimate). Our sample does show bias, with effect sizes not
distributed symmetrically around the center but showing an overrepresentation of highly positive values.
We applied tests for ‘publication bias’ that expect a standard distribution of p-values (Preston, Ashby,
and Smyth (2004)) to our data, which suggest that effect sizes with a p-value smaller than 0.05 are about
four times more likely to be reported than effect sizes with a p-value larger than 0.50.
Studies with smaller sample sizes have a higher risk to report inflated effect sizes due to a higher
likelihood of Type I and Type II errors. In our dataset, the average effect sizes at smaller sample sizes are
more extreme than those at larger sample sizes (effect sizes range from -0.89 to +1.33 for studies with a
sample size of 20 or smaller, while for studies with sample sizes larger than 20 they range from -0.37 to
+1.24). However, it is not just that the spread of values is larger for studies with smaller sample sizes, but
the positive bias in effect sizes we observe decreases with the sample size of studies (metafor estimate
95% confidence interval lower -0.03 to upper -0.02, rethinking estimate 89% compatibility estimate of
posterior sample lower -0.09 to upper -0.04) (Figure 3). This supports a ‘publication bias’, where studies
with small sample sizes that did not show a positive effect are missing from the literature. However, the
estimate of the intercept and slope of this model linking effect size to sample size shows that, across the
range of sample sizes, the estimate of the overall effect size does not go below zero (see line in Figure 3).
This indicates that females with higher rank have higher reproductive success across the range of sample
sizes.
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Figure 3. Relationship between the effect size of dominance rank on female reproductive success and the
sample size of the study. Studies with smaller sample sizes show more extreme effect sizes, and also
indications of potential publication bias as there are more extremely positive values than what would be
expected based on the average effect sizes of studies with larger sample sizes.
The base analyses also indicate that at least part of the sample bias might result from ‘study system
bias’, because they reveal substantially more differences (high heterogeneity) among studies than what
would be expected by chance if all studies reflected a single underlying effect(total heterogeneity / total
variability: 73.37%). Given the diversity of studies in our sample, we did not expect that the effect sizes
represent a sample from a single distribution: for example, studies of offspring mortality tend to have
larger sample sizes (because each mother can have multiple offspring) and we predict different effect
sizes for these studies. Sections R2 - R4 present the specific analyses for each prediction to assess each of
the factors potentially leading to differences between effect size estimates, and we combine them in
section R5.1.
Finally, including the study duration (in years) as a predictor of the effect sizes also indicates that our
sample shows ‘study time bias’. Effect sizes are lower when studies have been conducted for longer
(metafor estimate 95% confidence interval lower -0.01 to upper 0.00, rethinking estimate 89%
compatibility estimate of posterior sample lower -0.05 to upper 0.00), but in particular the variance is
reduced once a study has been running for 10 or more years (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Relationship between the measured size of the effect of dominance rank on female reproductive
success and study duration. Studies that have been conducted for 10 or more years tend to have higher
precision (larger circle) and tend to be closer to the overall mean.
Prediction 1.2: Overall, high dominance rank will be associated with higher reproductive success.
We predicted that, taking into account the power of the different studies, the combined effect of high
rank on reproductive success will be positive. Previous studies that summarized existing evidence (e.g.
Majolo et al. (2012), Pusey (2012)) found that high ranking females generally have higher reproductive
success than low ranking females.
Result 1.2: Positive overall effect of higher rank on reproductive success
We constructed an intercept-only meta-analytic base model to test for a general effect of dominance
rank on reproductive success. Across our sample, there is consistent evidence that females with higher
dominance rank have higher reproductive success (metafor estimate of overall effect size lower +0.22 to
upper +0.27, rethinking estimate lower +0.26 to upper +0.30; the metafor estimate here and in the
additional models is lower than the rethinking estimate because the statistical approach of the former
expects the data to be more symmetrical than they are (see Figure 2 for the bias) while the rethinking
approach pools information from the available heterogeneous data, such that the metafor estimate is
closer to the median of the raw data of 0.23 and the rethinking estimate closer to the mean of 0.29). This
overall effect means, for example, that in groups with two individuals dominants would have 0-6 offspring
while subordinates would have 0-4 offspring (see Discussion). Yet there is large variation in our sample,
with effect sizes ranging from -0.89 to +1.33 (Figure 2).
Prediction 1.3: Effect sizes from the same population and the same species will be similar.
We predicted that studies that have been conducted on the same species, and in particular at the
same site, will report similar effects of dominance rank on reproductive success. For some long-term
studies, multiple studies have been performed using slightly different methods and/or data from different
years which might include the same set of individuals leading to very similar effect size estimates. For
studies of the same species from different sites, we expected similarities because many aspects of the
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life-history and social system that will shape the relationship between rank and reproductive success will
be conserved.
Result 1.3: Similarity of effect sizes from the same study and from the same species
To the base model, we added random effects to account for non-independence due to effect sizes
originating from within the same study, from studies performed on the same population and on the same
species. The estimate of the overall effect size did not change in this model accounting for
non-independence (metafor estimate of overall effect size when accounting for non-independence lower
+0.22 to upper +0.31, rethinking estimate lower +0.26 to upper +0.35) from the overall effect estimated in
the base model. Effect sizes from the same species and the same study, but not from the same
population, tend to be similar to each other. The absence of a population effect could be because the
‘study’ and ‘population’ effects are likely to be confounded, as there are very few observations of the
same population but from different studies in our dataset. Alternatively, it could be that effects do not
vary much across populations of the same species, which is also indicated by the absence of differences
between wild and captive populations (see below), with differences among studies of the same species
mostly due to differences in the choice of measurement.
Prediction 1.4: Closely related species will show similar effects of dominance rank on reproductive success.
We predicted that effect sizes of the relationship between dominance rank and reproductive success
will be more similar among closely related species (Chamberlain et al. (2012)) because methodological
approaches can be specific to specific Orders (e.g. ungulates are studied differently than primates) and
because closely related species share life history, social and ecological traits that might shape the
influence of rank on reproductive success.
Result 1.4: Effect sizes from species in the same Order are similar
To the random effects model, we added a covariance structure to reflect potential similarities in effect
sizes arising from closely related species showing similar effects due to their shared phylogenetic history.
Both statistical approaches indicate that closely related species tend to have effect sizes that are more
similar than those of distantly related species. The metafor approach suggests that about 25% of the
variation in effect sizes is associated with covariation among species. The rethinking approach shows high
uncertainty in the estimates (Figure 5), reflecting the high heterogeneity in the underlying data with high
variation within species and different measures taken among closely related species. It suggests that
species of the same genus tend to have similar effect sizes and that shared phylogenetic history might
also explain similarities in effect sizes among species in the same Order, but covariance estimates are
close to zero for species pairs that are more distantly related (Figure 5; the highest standardized distance
between any pair of species in the same Order is 0.40).
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Figure 5. Relationship between the phylogenetic distance between pairs of species and the similarity of
their effect sizes (solid black line represents mean estimate of rethinking model, grey lines represent
variation in the estimate). Species that are closely related and share most of their phylogenetic history
(standardized phylogenetic distance close to zero) show intermediate levels of covariance in their effect
sizes of dominance rank on female reproductive success. The covariance drops to low values at a
standardized phylogenetic distance of around 0.4, the level separating species that are part of the same
Order.
Prediction 1.5: Effect sizes depend on the approach used (wild vs captive populations / agonistic
interactions vs physical signs of rank / linear rank vs classes).
We expected that some of the variation in effect size across studies arises from methodological
differences:
- we predicted lower effect sizes for studies of captive populations compared to wild populations:
while the absence of stochastic events in captivity might mean that dominance is more
consistently associated with certain benefits, the effects of high dominance rank on reproductive
success will be reduced because of lower competition over resources;
- we predicted lower effect sizes for studies where rank was measured based on agonistic
interactions rather than on size or age because size and age are frequently directly associated
with differences in female reproduction and clear differences between dominants and
subordinates may indicate the existence of castes that tend to be associated with strong
reproductive monopolization (Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2018)); and
- we predicted different effect sizes for studies classifying individuals into two or three rank
categories compared to linear ranking depending on the social system. In cases where there is
usually a single dominant female (singular cooperative breeders, such as meerkats), using a linear
regression between each individuals’ rank and its reproductive success will likely estimate a lower
effect size because such an approach assumes differences in rank or reproductive success among
the subordinates when there are none. In contrast, grouping individuals into categories to
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compare dominants to subordinates will capture actual differences more accurately. In cases
where several females breed (plural breeders, such as hyenas) and are ordered in a linear
hierarchy, a linear regression will exploit the full information available on individual differences in
rank and reproductive success, whereas grouping individuals will lead to a loss of resolution, at a
risk of underestimating the differences between highest and lowest ranking individuals. We
performed simulations to determine the extent to which this choice of approach skews the effect
sizes and found that it can lead to differences of more than 35% between the true and the
estimated effect sizes. For illustration, we include this simulation in our code.
Result 1.5: Effect sizes are higher when studies used physical signs to classify individuals into categorical
rank categories, but do not depend on whether they were measured in captive or in wild populations
To the base model, we added random effects reflecting the differences in approaches across studies
(dominance ranks classified continuous/categorical; dominance determined through agonism/correlate;
population type wild/provisioned/captive).
Effect sizes did not clearly differ depending on whether studies were conducted with captive (metafor
estimate lower +0.24 to upper +0.30, rethinking estimate lower +0.27 to upper +0.37; n=138 effect sizes),
provisioned (metafor estimate lower +0.21 to upper +0.33, rethinking estimate lower +0.14 to upper
+0.41; n=23 effect sizes), or wild (metafor estimate lower +0.22 to upper +0.34; n=283 effect sizes)
individuals, and this does not change when we nest the population type within species (indicating that
effect sizes do not differ between captive, provisioned, and wild populations of the same species).
Studies which determined the rank of females based on agonistic interactions have lower effect sizes
(metafor estimate lower +0.22 to upper +0.26, rethinking estimate lower +0.24 to upper +0.32; n=407
effect sizes) than studies which used other correlates (body size, age, etc.) to assign dominance ranks
(metafor estimate lower +0.43 to upper +0.55, rethinking estimate lower +0.41 to upper +0.63; n=37
effect sizes). These 37 effect sizes where rank was assigned based on correlates are from cooperative
breeders and/or studies in which groups consisted of mothers and their daughters.
Studies which measured dominance rank categorically by classifying individuals as either dominants
or subordinates report higher effect sizes (metafor estimate lower +0.29 to upper +0.35, rethinking
estimate lower +0.31 to upper +0.41; n=251 effect sizes) than studies assigning individuals continuous
ranks (metafor estimate lower +0.16 to upper +0.22, rethinking estimate lower +0.17 to upper +0.28;
n=193 effect sizes). In essentially all studies of cooperative breeders (31 of 32 effect sizes), comparisons
were between the single dominant female and a class of the remaining subordinate females, which may
contribute to higher effect sizes for studies using categorical measures of rank (see section R5.2.1).
2) What are the life history traits that mediate the benefits of rank on reproductive success?
Prediction 2.1: High dominance rank will benefit females more than their offspring.
We predicted that high rank is more likely to be associated with higher reproductive success in studies
that measured female age at first reproduction, number of offspring born per year or across a lifetime, or
female survival rather than the survival of their offspring. While in cooperatively breeding species
reproductive suppression might impact offspring survival, in plural breeders offspring survival is more
likely to be influenced by factors that are outside of the control of females, such as infanticide by new
males (Cheney et al. (2004)).
Result 2.1: Dominance rank has weakest effects on offspring survival and highest effects on lifetime
reproductive success
To the base model, we added a predictor variable reflecting the six classes of measures of
reproductive success.
Dominance rank appears to have the highest effect on age at first conception (metafor estimate lower
+0.32 to upper +0.43, rethinking estimate lower +0.33 to upper +0.52; n=23 effect sizes), followed by life
time reproductive success (metafor estimate lower +0.27 to upper +0.40, rethinking estimate lower +0.31
to upper +0.47; n=34 effect sizes), interbirth interval (metafor estimate lower +0.25 to upper +0.37,
rethinking estimate lower +0.28 to upper +0.37; n=46 effect sizes), infant production (metafor estimate
lower +0.21 to upper +0.33, rethinking estimate lower +0.23 to upper +0.38; n=198 effect sizes), adult
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survival (metafor estimate lower +0.18 to upper +0.31, rethinking estimate lower +0.18 to upper +0.34;
n=30 effect sizes), and the lowest effect on infant survival (metafor estimate lower +0.14 to upper +0.25,
rethinking estimate lower +0.15 to upper +0.26; n=113 effect sizes). Effects of dominance rank on survival
are lower than on other measures of female fitness (contrasts between infant survival and age at first
conception/life time reproductive success/interbirth interval/infant production do not cross zero;
contrasts between adult survival and age at first conception/life time reproductive success/interbirth
interval do not cross zero). Effect sizes for life time reproductive success are slightly higher (but contrasts
overlap zero) than for its components (adult survival, interbirth interval, infant production). However,
there does not appear to be a straightforward additive (or multiplicative) combination of these individual
effects (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Raw effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success are generally higher for cooperative
breeders (a) than for plural breeders (b), and differ according to the measure of reproductive success. In
general, dominance appears to have stronger effects on reproductive output (lifetime reproductive
success, age at first conception, infant production, inter-birth intervals) than on survival (both of the adult
females themselves and of their infants). The differences between measures of reproductive success
change slightly when accounting for similarity among observations from the same and related species,
but the ordering remains the same. As in previous figures, each dot represents a single effect size, with
the size of the dot indicating the precision (legend bottom right). For each measure of reproductive
success, the darker circle in the middle represents the estimated mean effect, with the bold lines
representing the confidence interval of the mean effect and the thinner lines the prediction estimate of
the model.
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Prediction 2.2: Dominance will have stronger effects on immediate reproductive success in species in
which females produce many offspring over a short time period.
One key mechanism that has been proposed is that females with high dominance rank have priority of
access to resources during periods when these resources are limited, which in turn can increase their
reproductive success. Accordingly, we predicted stronger effects of rank on measures of immediate
reproductive success in species in which females have higher energetic investment into reproduction,
with larger litter sizes and shorter interbirth intervals (Lukas and Huchard (2019)), as there is a higher
potential for variation in reproductive success (P. Stockley (2003)). In contrast, in long-lived species in
which females produce only single offspring at long intervals, high-ranking females are expected to have
less opportunity to translate short-term resource access into immediate reproductive success but might
store energy to potentially increase their own survival or lifetime reproductive success (Lemaı̂tre, Ronget,
and Gaillard (2020)).
Results 2.2: Stronger effects in species with larger litter sizes and more litters per year
Effects of dominance on reproductive success are higher in species with larger litter sizes (metafor
estimate of litter size lower +0.03 to upper +0.05, rethinking estimate lower +0.05 to upper +0.09; n=444
effect sizes) and with more litters per year (metafor estimate of litters per year lower +0.04 to upper
+0.08, rethinking estimate lower +0.06 to upper +0.11; n=444 effect sizes). Effect sizes in species where
females produce single offspring are on average 0.25 while effect sizes in species where females produce
litters are on average 0.34, and effect sizes in species where females produce one or fewer litters per year
are on average 0.25 while effect sizes in species where females produce multiple litters each year are on
average 0.45. The association of the effect sizes with the number of litters per year remained when
accounting for the phylogenetic relatedness among species, but the association with litter size did not,
suggesting that it might be influenced by other characteristics that differ among species with variable
litter sizes.
3) What are the ecological conditions that mediate the benefits of rank on reproductive success?
Prediction 3.1: Positive effects of high dominance rank on reproductive success will be stronger in
populations in which females feed on resources that are more monopolizable.
We predicted that high rank will have stronger effects on reproductive success in fruit- and
meat-eaters compared to herbivores or omnivores. One of the main expected benefits of high rank is
priority of access to resources, which should be more relevant in populations in which resources can be
monopolized (Fedigan (1983)).
Result 3.1: Effects of dominance rank on reproductive are independent of diet
Effect sizes are larger in carnivores (0.35; n=72 effect sizes) than in omnivores (0.28; n=227 effect
sizes), herbivores (0.25; n=117 effect sizes), or frugivores (0.21; n=28 effect sizes) (estimated difference
carnivores versus omnivores rethinking lower -0.14 to upper -0.01, difference carnivores versus
herbivores rethinking lower -0.16 to upper -0.03, difference carnivores versus frugivores rethinking lower
-0.24 to upper -0.02; estimates for all other comparisons cross 0). Carnivores are no longer estimated to
have different effect sizes when the phylogenetic relatedness among species is taken into account,
potentially due to the higher prevalence of cooperative breeding in carnivores.
Prediction 3.2: Effects of dominance rank on reproductive success will be more pronounced in populations
living in harsher environments.
We predicted that the effect of rank on reproductive success will be stronger in populations in which
resources are limited because they live in harsh and unpredictable environments. Previous studies have
shown that cooperatively breeding species are more likely to occur in such environments (Lukas and
Clutton-Brock (2017)), but we also expect stronger effects among plural breeding populations living in
harsh environments.
Result 3.2: Effect sizes are not higher in harsher environments
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We found no evidence for an association between environmental harshness and the effect of
dominance rank on reproductive success (metafor estimate lower -0.3 to upper +0.4, rethinking estimate
lower -0.6 to upper +0.1; no change when accounting for shared phylogenetic history; n=259 effect sizes).
Prediction 3.3: Effects of dominance rank on reproductive success will be more pronounced in populations
with high densities of individuals.
We predicted that the effect of rank on reproductive success will be stronger in populations in which
more individuals share a limited amount of space. At higher population densities, social groupings and
interactions are more likely and competition over resources is expected to be stronger.
Results 3.3: Higher population density is associated with stronger effects of dominance rank on
reproductive success
Effect sizes are higher in populations with higher densities of individuals (metafor lower +0.04 to
upper +0.08, rethinking lower +0.05 to upper +0.10; n=346 effect sizes), even when including
phylogenetic relatedness.
4) What are the social circumstances that mediate the benefits of rank?
Prediction 4.1: Benefits of rank will be most pronounced in cooperatively breeding species.
We predicted that rank effects on reproduction will be higher in cooperative breeders, where the
dominant female is often the only breeding female because she suppresses the reproduction of
subordinate females (Digby, Ferrari, and Saltzman (2006)), compared to plural breeders, where aggressive
behaviour is more targeted and limited to access over specific resources.
Result 4.1: Cooperative breeders have larger effect sizes than plural breeders
Effect sizes of cooperative breeders (average 0.58; n=52 effect sizes) are higher than those observed in
plural (average 0.25; n=324 effect sizes) or associated breeders (average 0.23; n=68 effect sizes)
(estimates for difference cooperative breeder vs plural breeder metafor lower -0.40 to upper -0.30,
rethinking lower -0.41 to upper -0.27; cooperative breeder vs associated breeder metafor lower -0.47 to
upper -0.35, rethinking lower -0.45 to upper -0.26; plural breeder vs associated breeder metafor lower
-0.07 to upper +0.05, rethinking lower -0.07 to upper +0.05). Cooperative breeders are still estimated to
have higher effect sizes than species with other breeding systems when accounting for phylogenetic
relatedness, but the differences are slightly reduced (Figure 6).
Prediction 4.2: For plural-breeders, the time-scales at which the reproductive benefits of dominance
accrue depend on how individuals achieve high rank.
We predicted that in populations of plural breeders in which groups contain multiple breeding
females, the way in which these females compete over dominance will influence the potential benefits of
high rank. In populations in which female rank depends primarily on age, high ranking females will have
higher reproductive success for short periods of time because changes in rank are expected to occur
regularly, and because high rank may only be reached towards the end of their reproductive life (Thouless
and Guinness (1986)). In societies in which female rank depends primarily on size or condition, rank
effects on reproductive success are expected to be expressed on intermediate time frames, as individuals
may not be able to maintain a larger relative size or condition over lifetime but they are expected to
acquire rank relatively early in their reproductive life (Giles et al. (2015), Huchard et al. (2016)). In
societies in which female rank primarily depends on nepotism, and ranks are often inherited and stable
across a female’s lifetime, we predicted that effects of rank on reproductive success will be strongest
when measured over long periods because small benefits might add up to substantial differences among
females (Frank (1986)) whereas stochastic events might reduce differences between females on shorter
time scales (Cheney et al. (2004)).
Result 4.2: Overall, effect sizes do not differ according to how dominants achieve or maintain their high
ranks
Effect sizes are higher in species in which condition plays a major role in determining which females
are dominant rather than subordinate (average effect size 0.38; n=94 effect sizes), compared to species in
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which age (average effect size 0.31; n=100 effect sizes) or nepotism (average effect size 0.24; n=243 effect
sizes) influence dominance rank (estimates for difference condition vs age: metafor lower +0.05 to upper
+0.17, rethinking lower +0.01 to upper +0.16; condition vs nepotism: metafor lower +0.07 to +0.20,
rethinking lower +0.08 to +0.20; age vs nepotism: metafor lower -0.07 to upper +0.03, rethinking lower
-0.01 to upper +0.12). Species with different dominance systems are no longer estimated to be different
when including the phylogenetic similarity.
Our initial prediction focused on whether the time-scales at which the reproductive benefits of
dominance accrue depend on how individuals achieve high rank. However, we realized that there was no
straightforward way to assess this prediction. The species in our dataset have vastly different lifespans
and associated inter-birth intervals, so the time-scale needs to be considered on a relative rather than an
absolute scale. The values for the relative duration of a study (number of years studied divided by the
maximum lifespan of the species) show that 90% of effect sizes are from studies that lasted less than 10%
of the lifespan of the species (median 3%). In all of the 19 species in which studies spanned more than
10% of the lifespan, females acquire rank by nepotism. We did not find any consistent pattern of
relationship between effect size and study duration dependent on the system of dominance acquisition.
Prediction 4.3: For plural-breeding macaques, effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success are
larger in species characterized as more despotic than in species characterized as more egalitarian.
We added an analysis after the preregistration, focusing on variation in dominance style among
macaques. Macaque species have been assigned to a four-grade social style according to the relationships
among females. Grade 1 species, the most despotic, are characterized by steep dominance hierarchies
and more asymmetries in social interactions among breeding females, whereas grade 4 species show
more frequent counter-aggression from subordinates towards dominants and less bias in social
interactions. We expected that the steeper hierarchies in more despotic species would lead to larger
differences in access to resources, and accordingly higher reproductive success for dominant females.
Result 4.3: Among macaques, effect sizes do not differ according to how the dominance style among
females has been characterized
Differences in dominance styles among macaques are not associated with the effect of dominance
rank on reproductive success (metafor estimates effect sizes of species in Grade 1 to be different from
species in Grade 2 lower +0.05 to upper +0.12 but no differences for the five other pairwise Grade
comparisons; rethinking estimates for all comparisons overlap zero; n = 109 effect sizes from 9 species).
Egalitarian species do not show lower effects of dominance rank on reproductive success than other
species and the sample size is too small to determine whether despotic species differ from other species
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The effect of dominance rank on female reproductive success is similar across macaque species
with different dominance styles. Relationships among female group members in species of grade 1
(bottom dark grey) are generally considered egalitarian, while grade 4 (top light grey) is assigned to
species in which relationships are deemed highly despotic. Species with different dominance styles are
not estimated to be different (all posterior contrasts overlap zero).

Prediction 4.4: Dominance rank will have stronger effects on reproductive success in populations in which
females are philopatric in comparison to populations where females disperse to breed.
We predicted that effects of rank on reproductive success will be lower in populations in which adult
females are able to leave their group and join other groups compared to populations in which females
cannot breed outside their natal group. In populations in which females are philopatric, they are likely to
have support from female kin which can strengthen dominance differences (Lukas and Clutton-Brock
(2018)). In addition, in species where females can change group membership easily, females are expected
to join those groups where they have the best breeding option available to them (Vehrencamp (1983)).
Result 4.4: Stronger effects in populations in which females disperse to breed rather than in which females
are philopatric
The effects of dominance rank on reproductive success are higher in species in which females disperse
and join new groups (average effect size 0.46; n=55 effect sizes) compared to species in which most
females were born in the group where they breed (average effect size 0.26; n=360 effect sizes) (metafor
estimate of difference lower -0.24 to upper -0.12, rethinking estimate lower -0.25 to upper -0.11), also
when accounting for phylogenetic covariance (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Effect sizes of dominance rank on female reproductive success are lower in species in which
females are philopatric and remain in the group/area where they have been born (top, blue dots) than in
species in which females disperse to breed (bottom, grey dots).

Prediction 4.5: In plural breeding species, dominance will have stronger effects on reproductive success
when the number of females in the group is smaller.
We predicted that the effect of rank on reproductive success will be stronger in plural breeding
populations in which there are fewer females per group, because dominant females will be more likely to
interfere in reproductive attempts when there are fewer subordinates (T. H. Clutton-Brock et al. (2010))
and because increased competition in larger groups is expected to reduce reproductive success even
among dominants (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik (1988)).
Result 4.5: Effects of dominance rank on reproductive success are higher when groups contain fewer
females
Both approaches detect a negative association between the effect sizes and group sizes (metafor
estimate of log group size lower -0.099 to upper -0.678, rethinking estimate of standardized group size
lower -0.10 to upper -0.05; n=444 effect sizes). Compared to groups of 2 females, groups of 10 females
show ~10% lower effect sizes and groups of ~50 females show 50% lower effect sizes. The negative
association between group size and the effect sizes remains when accounting for similarity among closely
related species.
Prediction 4.6: Dominance rank will be more strongly associated with reproductive success in populations
in which average relatedness among female group members is high.
We predicted that the relationship between dominance rank and reproductive success will be more
pronounced in species in which social groups primarily consist of close kin compared to groups composed
of unrelated females. Groups with high levels of average kinship among females are those where groups
are small, females remain philopatric (Lukas et al. (2005)), and females have support to establish their
positions (Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2018)), which all are expected to lead to higher benefits of high rank.
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Result 4.6: No association between levels of relatedness and effects of dominance rank on reproductive
success
Effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success increase with increasing levels of average
relatedness among female group members (metafor estimate lower +0.31 to upper +0.59, rethinking
estimate lower +0.31 to upper +0.71; n=288 effect sizes), though the association is no longer detected
when including the shared phylogenetic history among species (metafor estimate lower -0.01 to upper
+0.56; rethinking estimate lower -0.02 to upper +0.65).
Prediction 4.7: Dominance rank will be more strongly associated with reproductive success in populations
in which variance in relatedness among female group members is high.
In addition to levels of average relatedness among group females, we also predicted that the
relationship between dominance rank and reproductive success will be more pronounced in species in
which there is high variance in relatedness, with females being closely related to some group members
but not to others, as compared to species in which group females are either all related or all unrelated. In
several species with female philopatry, groups are structured into matrilines (Fortunato (2019)). Members
of the same matriline tend to support each other in interactions with unrelated females, likely reinforcing
differences among females.
Result 4.7: Variance in relatedness
We could not assess this prediction because sufficient data was not available.
Prediction 4.8: The effect of dominance on reproductive success will be less pronounced in populations in
which females regularly form coalitions.
We predicted that high ranking females will have less pronounced reproductive benefits in species in
which females form strategic coalitions with others (Bercovitch (1991)). Individuals have been suggested
to form strategic coalitions to level the reproduction of others (Pandit and Schaik (2003)) and these
coalitions are less likely in cooperatively breeding species (Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2018)).
Result 4.8: No differences in effect sizes between species in which females form coalitions to those in
which they do not
Species in which females form coalitions show only slightly lower effects of dominance rank on
reproductive success (average 0.27; n=246 effect sizes) than species in which females do not have support
during aggressive interactions (average 0.32; n=180 effect sizes) (estimate of difference metafor: lower
-0.11 to upper -0.01, rethinking lower -0.09 to upper +0.01), with no difference in models accounting for
similarity due to phylogenetic relatedness (metafor lower -0.10 to upper +0.07; rethinking lower -0.09 to
upper +0.03).
Prediction 4.9: Dominance rank will have less effect on reproductive success in populations in which there
is intense inter-sexual conflict.
We predicted that the association between high dominance rank and increased reproductive success
of females will be lower in populations in which males compete intensely over reproductive opportunites
because this leads to intersexual conflict that harms female fitness (Swedell et al. (2014)). In such
populations, males tend to be aggressive towards females and males taking up tenure in a group tend to
kill offspring indiscriminately or might even target offspring of high-ranking females (Cheney et al. (2004),
Fedigan and Jack (2013)), reducing any potential differences between high- and low-ranking females. We
assessed whether high ranking females benefit less from their positions in populations in which groups
show strong female-biased sex composition, or in which males commit infanticide, or with strong sexual
size dimorphism (with males being larger than females).
Result 4.9: Dominance rank has less effect on reproductive success in social groups with fewer males per
female but not with sexual dimorphism and male infanticide
Effect sizes are larger in species in which sex ratios in social groups are more balanced and lower when
there are fewer males per female (metafor estimate lower +0.55 to upper +1.25, rethinking estimate
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lower +0.07 to upper +0.11; n=328 effect sizes), and the association remains the same when accounting
for shared phylogenetic history.
Effect sizes are lower in species in which males commit infanticide (metafor estimate lower -0.20 to
upper 0.00; rethinking estimate lower -0.15 to upper -0.04; n=332 effect sizes), but the relationship does
not hold when accounting for phylogenetic relatedness (metafor lower -0.13 to upper +0.07, rethinking
lower -0.07 to upper +0.06).
Differences in effect sizes are not associated with the extent of sexual dimorphism in body size across
species (metafor estimate lower -0.17 to upper +0.11; rethinking lower -0.05 to upper +0.01; similar
estimates when accounting for sharerd phylogenetic history; n=334 effect sizes).
Summary of univariate analyses
Overall, our data indicate that females of higher rank generally have higher reproductive success than
females of lower rank. In terms of the approach, effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success
were higher (i) when individuals were assigned a rank category rather than a continuous position and (ii)
when rank was determined using indirect measures rather than aggressive interactions, plus (iii) variation
in effect size was also influenced by differences not captured by our variables, with measures reported in
the same study or from species belonging to the same taxonomic Order being more similar than expected
by chance. We found no differences in effect sizes when studies were conducted in a captive rather than a
wild setting. Effect sizes of dominance rank were higher for measures of reproductive output than for
measures of survival, and higher for measures of maternal than offspring fitness.
We found that effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success are associated with seven of
our single predictor variables (one in the opposite direction from what we predicted), whereas we did not
find an association with another eight of the single predictor variables (Table 1). Five of the six associated
predictor variables reflect variation in the social environment, while we did not find any association with
any of the predictor variables reflecting the ecological environment.
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Predicted association
negative (survival lower)
positive
positive
positive (carnivores higher)
positive
positive
positive
positive (condition higher)
positive (despotic higher)
positive
negative
negative
negative
negative
negative
positive

Predictor variable

P2.1 success measure

P2.2 litters per year

P2.2 litter size

P3.1 diet

P3.2 environmental harshness

P3.3 population density

P4.1 cooperative breeding
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P4.2 dominance acquisition

P4.3 dominance style

P4.4 philopatry

P4.5 group size

P4.6 average relatedness

P4.8 female coalitions

P4.9 male infanticide

P4.9 sexual dimorphism

P4.9 sex ratio

positive

none

none

none

none

negative

negative

none

none

positive

positive

none

none

none

positive

negative

Observed association

+0.44 to +1.25

-0.17 to +0.11

-0.13 to +0.07

-0.10 to +0.07

-0.01 to +0.56

-0.07 to -0.01

-0.24 to -0.12

-0.07 to +0.03

-0.10 to +0.12

+0.30 to +0.40

+0.04 to +0.08

-0.30 to +0.40

-0.04 to +0.03

-0.01 to +0.03

+0.03 to +0.05

not available

Metafor 95% CI

+0.07 to +0.11

-0.05 to +0.01

-0.07 to +0.06

-0.09 to +0.07

-0.01 to +0.12

-0.10 to -0.05

-0.25 to -0.11

-0.01 to +0.12

-0.02 to +0.03

+0.27 to +0.41

+0.05 to +0.10

-0.60 to +0.10

-0.10 to +0.06

-0.04 to +0.09

+0.05 to +0.09

-0.10 to -0.01

Rethinking 89% CI

Table 1: Overview of our predictions and results of univariate analyses indicating whether we did or did not find an association between individual variables
with variation in effect sizes of dominance rank on female reproductive success. The table presents, for each variable, which direction of association we predicted,
the association we observed (estimates of the 95% confidence interval with the metafor approach and of the 89% posterior compatibility interval with the
rethinking approach), and the respective estimates of the association when accounting for shared phylogenetic history among the species in our sample. Overall,
our results align with 7 out of our 16 predictions.
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5) Potential interactions among predictor variables
We expected potential interactions among the predictor variables because some of them might
influence each other while others might potentially modulate the influence of another predictor variable
on the dominance effects. Six predictions were added in the preregistration (P5.5-P5.9). We added
further analyses based on the outcome of the single-factor analyses. These are listed in the changes from
the preregistration section and their results are presented below.
Result 5.1: Heterogeneity and sample bias
The sample bias, namely the over-representation of extreme effect sizes, in our data likely results
from all three influences of (i) publication bias, (ii) study system bias, and (iii) study time bias. In addition
to the direct indications of publication and study time bias in our sample, our univariate analyses
identified many factors that could lead to study system bias. For example, while less than 5% of all
mammalian species are cooperative breeders, 12% of all effect sizes in our sample come from cooperative
breeders which have high positive effect sizes.
To identify the potential interplay between the three biases, we built combined models. If biases
occur because study systems with different effect sizes also have particular sample sizes and study
duration (e.g. cooperative breeders tend to live in smaller groups), we should no longer detect an
association between sample size, study duration and effect sizes when controlling for the different study
systems. The combined models indicate that the study system factors identified in the univariate analyses
are directly associated with variation in effect sizes (all their estimates do not overlap zero), as is sample
size, but not the study duration. This indicates that our sample has both publication and study system
bias. The lack of a direct influence of study time bias presumably occurs because sample size is associated
with the number of years a study has been conducted for, indicating that large samples - both in terms of
study duration and breadth - might reduce noise.
The reduction in publication bias when accounting for the study system bias is visible when comparing
the funnel plot of the raw effect sizes in relation to their precision (Figure 9a), which shows a clear
asymmetry, to the funnel plot of the effect sizes adjusted for known predictors (Figure 9b), which only
indicates that some large effect sizes at small precision are not balanced.

Figure 9. Funnel plots based on raw effect sizes (a) and effect sizes adjusted for known predictors (b).
When accounting for the influence of which reproductive trait was measured, whether the species is a
cooperative breeder or not, the number of litters per year the species produces, and the phylogenetic
covariance among species, the distribution of the 444 effect sizes in our sample appears much less
imbalanced (b) than the raw effect sizes (a). The mean effect size (grey dotted line in the center going
upwards) is shifted close to zero when adjusting for known predictors because these predictors explain
why some studies have positive effect sizes. Precision decreases for most estimates because they no
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longer represent the measured values, but incorporate the uncertainty as the values are inferred from the
expected interaction of the predictors.

Results 5.2: Differences between cooperative and plural/associated breeders
In our preregistration, we had decided to first construct univariate models as reported above, testing
the influence of a single variable at a time to assess support for the specific predictions. One of the main
factors that we found to be associated with higher effect sizes is cooperative breeding. Cooperative
breeders differ from other social organisms in many additional aspects, so we first checked whether any
of the other associations we detect occur because they covary with cooperative breeding.
Result 5.2.1: Differences in approach to study cooperative breeders
Approaches of assigning rank depend on the breeding system of the study species, with many studies
of cooperative breeders assigning rank into categories (98% categorical, 2% continuous) based on other
measures (50% agonism, 50% other) while studies of plural and associated breeders often assign
continuous ranks (51% categorical, 49% continuous) based on agonistic interactions (97% agonism, 3%
other). Combining the variables representing the different study approaches with the variable
representing the classification as cooperative breeder or not into single models indicates that the
difference in effect sizes is primarily due to the stronger dominance effects in cooperative breeders
(estimate of difference metafor lower +0.23 to upper +0.34, rethinking lower +0.23 to upper +0.37, n=444
effect sizes) and only very little due to the approaches the authors chose (other measure vs agonism
estimate of difference metafor lower +0.02 to upper +0.15, rethinking lower -0.02 to upper +0.16; rank
categorical vs continuous estimate of difference metafor lower -0.02 to upper -0.09, rethinking lower
-0.07 to upper +0.03, n=444 effect sizes).
Result 5.2.2: Different life history measures and cooperative breeding
In cooperative breeders, effects of dominance rank were only assessed on three of the six life history
traits. We therefore performed separate analyses for cooperative and for plural/associated breeders to
identify the life history traits showing specific increases in higher ranking females compared to others.
In cooperative breeders, effect sizes are higher for infant production (metafor estimate lower +0.49 to
upper +0.72, rethinking estimate lower +0.55 to upper +0.69, n=43 effect sizes), and lower for infant
survival (metafor lower +0.13 to upper +0.54, rethinking lower +0.20 to upper +0.61, n=7 effect sizes) and
adult survival (metafor estimate lower +0.02 to upper +0.59, rethinking estimate lower +0.12 to upper
+0.73, n=2 effect sizes) (Figure 6).
In plural/associated breeders, effect sizes are (depending on the approach) highest for lifetime
reproductive success (metafor estimate lower +0.19 to upper +0.29, rethinking estimate lower +0.33 to
upper +0.47, n=34 effect sizes), age at first conception (metafor lower +0.27 to upper +0.36, rethinking
lower +0.25 to upper +0.43, n=23 effect sizes) and interbirth interval (metafor lower +0.23 to upper +0.34,
rethinking lower +0.25 to upper +0.38, n=46 effect sizes), followed by infant production (metafor lower
+0.13 to upper +0.22, rethinking lower +0.19 to upper +0.27, n=155 effect sizes) and adult survival
(metafor lower +0.14 to upper +0.24, rethinking lower +0.15 to upper +0.30, n=28 effect sizes), and are
lowest for infant survival (metafor lower +0.11 to upper +0.20, rethinking lower +0.11 to upper +0.20,
n=106 effect sizes) (Figure 6). The two methods give slightly different estimates because there is large
variation among the effect sizes within each life history trait. In particular, effect sizes of dominance rank
on lifetime reproductive success can be either low or high, often for the same population. For example,
an experiment with house mice reported effect sizes ranging from 0.08 to 0.80, depending on the
relatedness among the group members (König 1994). For mountain gorillas living in the Virungas, one
study reported no effect of dominance rank on lifetime reproductive success (0.00) (Robbins et al. 2007)
while another reported the highest effect size in our sample (1.33) after excluding major sources of
environmental variability on reproductive success (Robbins et al. 2011).
Result 5.2.3: Litters per year and cooperative breeding
Cooperative breeders tend to have higher reproductive rates than species with other breeding
systems. However, the association between reproductive rate and effect sizes of dominance rank on
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reproductive success remains across all breeding systems (metafor estimate of cooperative breeding
lower +0.22 to upper +0.58, litters per year lower 0.00 to upper +0.07, interaction lower -0.10 to update
+0.04), with larger effect sizes in species producing more litters per year in cooperative (rethinking
estimate lower +0.02 to upper +0.20; n=52 effect sizes) and plural (rethinking lower +0.13 to upper +0.33;
n=324 effect sizes), but not associated breeders (rethinking lower -0.08 to upper +0.23; n=68 effect sizes)
(estimates take into account phylogenetic relatedness).
Result 5.2.4: Group size and cooperative breeding
In mammals, most groups of cooperative breeders have fewer females (in our data, median 2 females
per group, n=52) than groups of plural/associated breeders (in our data, median 14 females per group,
n=392), meaning that the negative relationship between group size and effect sizes that we describe
above might arise because cooperative breeders have both smaller group sizes and larger effect sizes. In
our data, both group size and cooperative breeding remain independently associated with the effect sizes
of dominance rank on reproductive success. The analyses suggest an interaction (metafor estimate for
cooperative breeding lower +0.16 to upper +0.39, for group size lower -0.01 to upper 0.00, interaction
lower 0.00 to upper +0.03, n=444 effect sizes), with effect sizes increasing with group size in cooperative
breeders (rethinking estimate lower +0.01 to upper +0.02), where a single dominant continues to
monopolize reproduction as groups get larger, and declining with group sizes in other breeding systems
(rethinking estimate lower -0.01 to upper 0.00), where dominants might be less able to control
reproduction of other group members as groups grow larger (Figure 10).

Figure 10. The relationship between the number of females in the group and the effect of dominance on
reproductive success depends on whether the species is a cooperative (olive dots show data and olive line
with shading shows estimate from rethinking model) or a plural breeder (red dots show data and red line
with shading shows estimate from rethinking model). In cooperative breeders, effect sizes increase with
increasing group size as a single female continues to monopolize reproduction in the group, whereas
effect sizes decrease with increasing group size as dominants can potentially no longer outcompete all
other females.
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Result 5.2.5: Average relatedness and cooperative breeding
Similarly, there appears to be an interaction between average relatedness and breeding systems
(metafor estimate for cooperative breeding lower -0.06 to upper +0.44, for average relatedness lower
-0.75 to upper +0.03, for interaction +0.10 - +1.51, n=288 effect sizes), with effect sizes increasing with
higher levels of average relatedness in cooperative breeders (rethinking estimate lower 0.00 to upper
+0.12, n=36 effect sizes) and decreasing with higher levels of average relatedness in plural/associate
breeders (rethinking estimate lower -0.06 to upper 0.00, n=252 effect sizes)
Result 5.2.6: Philopatry and cooperative breeding
Female dispersal is more common in cooperative breeders (46%) than in plural/associated breeders
(9%). Effect sizes are larger in species with female dispersal among the plural/associated breeders
(rethinking estimate lower -0.19 to upper -0.02, n=363 effect sizes), but not in cooperative breeders
(rethinking estimate lower -0.10 to upper +0.12, n=52 effect sizes) (metafor estimate for cooperative
breeding lower +0.15 to upper +0.49, for philopatry lower -0.18 to upper +0.06, for interaction -0.18 +0.26). This suggests that dominant females in cooperative breeders appear to maintain reproductive
control independently of whether they obtained their position by queuing in the group or entering the
position through immigration.
Result 5.2.7: Coalition formation and cooperative breeding
Coalition formation does not occur in cooperative breeders, leading to a potential confound.
Restricting the analyses to plural/associated breeders, we found that effect sizes are higher in species in
which females do form coalitions than in species where they do not (metafor estimate lower 0.00 to
upper +0.14, rethinking estimate lower +0.01 to upper +0.11, n=374 effect sizes). This likely reflects the
benefits of nepotism in matrilineal groups. For our analysis, we did not differentiate between stabilizing
coalitions, which usually occur among kin to maintain matrilineal rank differences, and revolutionary
coalitions, which usually occur among unrelated individuals to limit the power of others in the group.
Result 5.3: Philopatry and average relatedness
Among plural/associated breeders, average relatedness is lower in species in which females disperse
(mean r 0.03, n=16) than in species in which females are philopatric (mean r 0.10, n=228), and differences
in effect sizes are mainly associated with whether females disperse or are philopatric (higher effects when
females disperse than when they are philopatric, metafor estimate lower -0.11 to upper -0.03, rethinking
estimate lower -0.22 to upper -0.02) rather than levels of average relatedness (metafor estimate lower
+0.03 to upper +0.10, rethinking estimate lower -0.04 to upper +0.01, n=242 effect sizes).
Prediction 5.4: Female philopatry [larger effect sizes predicted] might be associated with increased group
sizes [smaller effect sizes predicted], leading to an interaction that might influence the estimation of their
respective associations the effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success.
Result 5.4: Philopatry and group size are both associated with variation effect sizes
Group sizes of species in which females disperse tend to be smaller than group sizes of species in
which females are philopatric. Both philopatry and increasing group size independently lead to lower
effect sizes, but the association of philopatry is reduced compared to the single factor analysis (metafor
estimate philopatry lower -0.09 to upper -0.01 group size lower -0.07 to upper -0.01, rethinking estimate
philopatry lower -0.16 to upper 0.00 group size lower -0.07 to upper -0.03, n=415 effect sizes).
Prediction 5.5: Higher population density [predicted to lead to larger effect sizes] might be associated with
larger group sizes [smaller effect sizes predicted], leading to an interaction that might influence the
estimation of their respective associations with the effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive
success.
Result 5.5: Population density and group size are both associated with variation in effect sizes
Population density and group size have independent influences on effect sizes, but both their
associations are smaller, suggesting their roles can cancel each other out (population density estimate
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metafor lower 0.00 to upper +0.01, rethinking lower 0.00 to upper +0.01; group size estimate metafor
lower -0.03 to upper 0.01, n=346 effect sizes).
Prediction 5.6: Smaller group sizes [larger effect sizes predicted) might be associated with more intense
intersexual conflict [smaller effect sizes predicted], leading to an interaction that might influence the
estimation of their respective associations with the effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive
success.
Result 5.6: Group size and sex ratio are both associated with variation in effect sizes
Group size and sex ratio have independent influences on effect sizes, with similar association as
observed in the single factor analyses (group size estimate metafor lower -0.01 to upper 0.00, rethinking
lower -0.07 to upper -0.02; sex ratio estimate metafor lower +0.53 to upper +1.18, rethinking lower +0.06
to upper +0.11; n=346 effect sizes), while there is no support for an interaction between the two
(interaction estimate metafor lower -0.02 to upper +0.02, rethinking lower -0.03 to upper 0.04).
Prediction 5.7: Monopolizable resources [larger effect sizes predicted] might be associated with reduced
population density [smaller effect sizes predicted]), leading to an interactive influence on the strength of
the effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success.
Result 5.7: As in the individual analyses, population density but not diet is associated with differences in
the effect sizes
Population density but not the diet category are associated with variation in the effect of dominance
rank on reproductive success (population density estimate metafor lower 0.00 to upper +0.01, rethinking
lower +0.05 to upper +0.11; diet category estimate metafor lower -0.31 to upper +0.21, rethinking lower
-0.40 to upper +0.69; n=346 effect sizes), while there is no support for an interaction between the two
(interaction estimate metafor lower -0.02 to upper +0.02, rethinking lower -0.03 to upper +0.04).
Prediction 5.8: Environmental harshness [larger effect sizes predicted] might be associated with reduced
population density [smaller effect sizes predicted]), leading to an interactive influence on the strength of
the effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success.
Result 5.8: Population density but not environmental harshness remains associated with variation in effect
sizes
Population density but not environmental harshness are associated with variation in the effect of
dominance rank on reproductive success (population density estimate metafor lower 0.00 to upper +0.01,
rethinking lower +0.04 to upper +0.11; environmental harshness estimate metafor lower -0.10 to upper
+0.07, rethinking lower -0.08 to upper +0.01; n=214 effect sizes), and there is no support for an
interaction between the two (interaction estimate metafor lower -0.001 to upper +0.001, rethinking lower
-0.09 to upper +0.01).
Prediction 5.9: Studies performed on wild versus captive individuals and using different measures of
reproductive success might not only differ in the overall strength of the effect of rank on reproductive
success, but also in how other variables influence this effect.
Result 5.9: No different influences in captive and wild populations
Models in which both the intercept and the slopes can vary according to whether studies were
performed in the wild or in captivity also showed that there are no detectable differences of the effects of
dominance rank on reproductive success between populations in these settings (for the different life
history measurements and for cooperative breeding).
Summary of combined analyses
The analyses of combinations of predictors of the effect size of dominance rank on reproductive
success indicate that many predictors may have a direct influence. Regarding the potential influence of
the study approach on inferences, we find that specific approaches are more common in some study
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systems, but that using different approaches does not lead to different estimates of the effect size. We
also find that average relatedness might not directly mitigate effect sizes, but that it is a co-variate of the
breeding system and whether females are philopatric or disperse. In addition, we find that all cooperative
breeders have large effect sizes independent of further social variation, while differences in social factors,
including philopatry, group size, average relatedness, and coalition formation, further mitigate effect sizes
among plural breeders.

Discussion
Our results provide support for three of our four pre-registered objectives. First, we find that in social
mammals, dominant females have higher reproductive success than lower-ranking females. While there
appears to be a publication bias in the dataset we put together, the overall positive effect of higher rank
on reproductive success is strong, thus unlikely to result only from such bias, and instead reflects a
genuine biological phenomenon. Second, positive effects of dominance rank are present across all life
history measures and among plural breeders, where data for all measures of reproductive success exist,
are highest for life-time reproductive success. This suggests that even if dominants might face some
trade-offs (e.g. higher stress levels Cavigelli et al. (2003)), obtaining a high ranking position in a social
group generally leads to fitness benefits, though how females obtain these benefits (e.g. shorter
interbirth intervals versus larger offspring) differs between populations. Effects are particularly
pronounced in species in which females produce large numbers of offspring at once. Third, and against
our predictions, we did not find that ecological factors play a major role in mediating the benefits of rank
on reproduction. Fourth, the types of society females live in appear to have a particular modulating
influence. Strong associations between dominance rank and reproductive success are consistently found
among cooperative breeders, they are intermediate in stable groups with small numbers of unrelated
breeding females, and lowest when large numbers of females associate.
Despite a consistently positive relationship between higher dominance rank and higher reproductive
success, the data show some biases, namely a combination of publication bias, study system bias, and
study time bias. Unlike often claimed for meta-analyses, the over-representation of positive findings in
our case appears not to be primarily due to a file-drawer problem of unpublished negative findings but
due to researchers targeting their efforts on particular systems. Studies of the potential mechanisms of
female competition and reproductive suppression appear to have focused on societies where there are
clear differences in rank and in reproductive success between dominants and subordinates. Additional
studies on (or publication of existing results from) societies in which hierarchies might not be as obvious
could be revealing to understand how generally selection shapes female competition. In addition,
obtaining reliable reproductive success data in long-lived mammals takes particular effort, again likely
limiting the systems that have been studied to investigate the effects of dominance rank. We did find that
studies conducted for longer time periods, and specifically for more than 10 years, show less variance in
their estimates, potentially because they also have larger sample sizes. Alternatively, or in addition,
studies conducted across longer time frames might be less likely to show extreme effect size estimates
because natural changes in dominance rank and events that affect all females equally (e.g. droughts or
infanticide Cheney et al. (2004)) occur relatively regularly across a multi-year study, while estimates
derived over short time frames may over-estimate effect sizes. For future studies, detailed long-term
investigations are not only relevant to understand the long-term consequences of the effect of dominance
rank on reproduction, but also to infer the multiple mechanisms that can link rank to reproductive output
(e.g. Fedigan (1983), Pusey, Williams, and Goodall (1997), Tibbetts, Pardo-Sanchez, and Weise (2022)).
Tracing such differences in reproductive success over multiple generations will also be important to
determine the selection processes shaping social evolution.
Overall, we estimated an average effect of 0.28 of rank on reproductive success. What does this
mean? First, it is important to highlight that this effect size reflects how well rank predicts reproductive
success, but the effect size does not directly indicate how different the reproductive success of
high-ranking females is from that of low-ranking females. While the effect of dominance has to be zero in
groups where all females have exactly the same reproductive success, an effect of zero is also found in a
group where there are large differences in reproductive success across females which do not align with
the females’ dominance rank. Just by chance, we would expect differences in reproductive success among
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females in a social group and these differences could be associated with traits that might be used to
classify social rank. To assess whether the effects we detect are higher than such random variation, we
performed simulations. For this, we simulated artificial groups of female macaques, the genus most
common in our sample. We assumed that each female in each group might have an average of 2
offspring, following a Poisson distribution, so most females have 1 or 2 offspring and very few more than
8 offspring. We performed 10,000 simulations of six groups of twelve females each (the median group
size in our data). When we set no association between rank and reproductive success, less than 0.1% of
simulations showed an effect size as high or higher than the 0.28 we observe in the data (Figure 11).
Effect sizes for a perfect association between each female’s rank and her reproductive success ranged
between 0.75-0.95 (mean 0.88), lower than 1 because some females of different rank will have the same
number of offspring. Simulations in which the two highest ranking females always have the highest
reproductive success, while rank among lower ranking females is no longer associated with success,
produces effect sizes close to what we observe (mean 0.32), whereas values tend to be slightly lower if
only the highest ranking female consistently has the highest success (mean 0.18). The value of the overall
effect size we observe compared to those under random expectations indicates that social rank has a
particular association with reproductive success beyond the random variation we expect in social groups.

Figure 11. The average effect size of dominance rank on female reproductive success we observe in
our sample (0.28; dotted vertical line) is in between the effect sizes expected for social groups in which
there is either no (grey line) or a perfect association (black line) between each rank and the reproductive
success of females. The observed value is close to a situation in which the two highest ranking females
(red line) or only the highest ranking female (yellow line) always have the highest success in a group of
twelve females. Lines represent the densities of 10,000 simulated samples showing the respective effect
size for each of the four associations.

Among the social traits we investigated, the highest difference in the effect of rank on reproductive
success was between cooperative breeders and plural/associated breeders. This result was expected
given the higher reproductive skew that has been found among females in cooperative breeders (Lukas
and Clutton-Brock (2012)). The contrast between breeding systems appears due to the degree of
reproductive control that dominants in cooperative breeders have. Our results also show that other social
factors, in particular the number of females in the group and their relatedness, influence effect sizes in
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opposite directions in cooperative breeders than in plural breeders. The observation that in cooperative
breeders reproductive success is shared less in species with larger numbers of subordinates and higher
relatedness among them is in line with theoretical predictions that complete monopolization of
reproduction can be stable if subordinates are queuing to inherit the dominant position themselves
(Kokko and Johnstone (1999)). The likely importance of reproductive control of dominant females in
cooperative breeders compared to plural/associated breeders is also reflected in the effect of group size
on the benefits of dominance in the different breeding systems. Similar to what has also been found in
eusocial insects (Rubenstein, Botero, and Lacey (2016)) and cooperatively breeding birds (Riehl (2017)),
among cooperatively breeding mammals there usually is a single breeding dominant female and large
groups occur when her reproductive output is high without loss of reproductive control. In contrast,
among plural/associated breeding mammals groups grow large as more females/matrilines join a group
leading to reduced reproductive control of dominants. In this context, it is important to again bear in
mind that we only look at the association between rank and the variation in reproductive success within
groups. In cooperative breeders, increases in group size might reduce the reproductive output of
dominant females even if they still monopolize reproduction (T. H. Clutton-Brock et al. (2010)). In plural
breeders, even though the relative difference between dominant and subordinate females might be lower
in larger groups, in terms of overall fitness it might still be better to be dominant in a group of the optimal
size than in a smaller group (e.g. small group where dominant has 3 versus subordinate has 2 offspring,
i.e. 50% higher fitness, compared to a group where dominant has 4 while all other females have 3
offspring, i.e. 33% higher fitness).
Among plural and associated breeders, effects of dominance rank on female reproductive success are
higher when (i) females disperse, (ii) groups are smaller, and (iii) females form coalitions. These
observations are somewhat opposite to the processes presumably linked to reproductive suppression in
cooperative breeders. In addition, these findings also do not support accounts that focus on nepotism as
a primary factor in leading to social groups with large differences among females. It appears that in
situations of strong nepotism females in a group might have more similar reproductive success, with
patterns such as youngest sister ascendancy potentially reducing differences among kin (Datta (1988),
Bergstrom and Fedigan (2010), Lea et al. (2014)), as predicted when offspring production is costly (Cant
and Johnstone (1999)). In species with high nepotism, differences might be predominantly among
matrilines (Holekamp et al. (2012)) rather than among individuals, which our study focused on. In our
sample we observe relatively strong effects of high dominance rank in plural breeders when females form
social bonds with unfamiliar/unrelated individuals they encounter when joining new breeding units upon
reaching maturity (e.g. Cameron, Setsaas, and Linklater (2009)), such as among equids and gorillas.
Groups in which females compete with and form complex bonds with unrelated females tend to be
characterized by high relationship complexity (Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2018)). Rates of aggression tend
to be high and dominance relationships are often based on age differences (Rutberg and Greenberg
(1990)) with rare changes in the hierarchy, such that females who obtain high ranking positions in these
units are likely to gain fitness benefits for extended periods of time. Overall though, effect sizes can be
high independent of how females acquire and maintain rank, as also highlighted by the similarity in effect
sizes across macaque species with different dominance styles. It thus sounds as if social inequality,
regardless of its sources and forms, has broadly similar consequences on the variance of reproductive
success.
Of the ecological variables we investigated, only population density was associated with differences in
effect sizes of dominance rank on reproductive success, again supporting the role of social interactions in
shaping fitness outcomes of dominance interactions. The observation that other ecological factors do not
mitigate the strength of the fitness benefit dominant females receive might suggest that dominants are
consistently able to outcompete other females in the group rather than dominance only being important
under challenging conditions. While local ecological conditions, rather than the coarse species-level traits
we used here, might modulate fitness benefits of high dominance rank for females, it seems unlikely that
there would be a strong directional influence given that effect sizes from the same species tend to be
similar, even in captive conditions. In line with this, previous work has shown that subordinate females
may not always be the first to suffer under limiting conditions (Fedigan (1983)). Instead, a number of
ecological challenges, such as for example predation or drought (Cheney et al. (2004)), particularly affect
pregnant or lactating females. Accordingly, these costs are mainly carried by those females that have high
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reproductive output, thereby reducing variance in reproductive success and diminishing the relative
benefits dominant females acquire (Altmann and Alberts (2003)).
The overall effect size of dominance rank on female reproductive success across the species in our
sample is slightly higher than that reported in a previous study, though we find a similar value when we
restrict our sample to primate species, the focus of the previous study (the average in our sample is 0.28
across all species, and 0.23 across primates only, versus 0.20 in a previous report for primates Majolo et
al. (2012)). These estimates of the effects of female dominance rank are lower than those previously
reported for males. The previous study on primates reports an effect of male dominance rank on
fecundity of 0.71 (Majolo et al. (2012)), and estimates in a different study of the effect of dominance rank
on males’ mating success are ~0.6 (Cowlishaw and Dunbar (1991)). Do these different estimates reflect
that males benefit more from high dominance rank than females? We think that we cannot make such an
inference at this stage. Measures of mating success might not necessarily translate in equally high skew in
reproductive success (Fedigan (1983)). Studies measuring male reproductive success also tend to cover
even shorter time periods than the studies that identify female reproductive success; when sampled over
similar time frame, in particular when sampled across the whole lifespan, the variances in reproductive
success of males and females appear more similar (Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2014)). This is partly because
mammalian males often move between groups, thus are only sampled for a subset of their reproductive
career. Several factors identified here as modulating the effect of dominance rank on reproductive success
may also be linked to differences between females and males. For example, the benefits of dominance
may be mostly reproductive in males, while they may affect both reproduction and survival in females,
again potentially leading to more similar values when measured across the whole lifespan. It could be
expected that sex differences in the benefits of dominance on lifetime reproductive success are largely
modulated by the mating system, where males may benefit more than females in polygynous species, but
not in promiscuous or monogamous ones. Overall, the benefits of rank differ qualitatively and
quantitatively between males and females and only additional symmetrical meta-analyses in males can
answer such a question.
Our findings highlight that social factors can have important influences on demography and genetic
evolution by leading to systematic differences in reproductive success. The effect of high dominance rank
on reproductive success influences the growth and composition of social groups across generations. In
particular when social rank is heritable, long-term changes are visible in the few studies which have been
able to track reproductive success across multiple generations. For example, among spotted hyenas, the
highest ranking female in 1979 is the ancestor of more than half of the females in the clan in 2009
(Holekamp et al. (2012)). This perspective also nicely highlights how small differences in reproductive
success can add up over long time frames. While in the case of this hyena clan the highest ranking female
gained the benefits, chance variation might also reduce such differences. For most populations, the effect
sizes we reported are far from perfect such that dominants do not consistently have the highest
reproductive success. Our data cannot resolve whether there is phenotypic selection to gain high rank
(Huchard et al. (2016)), or whether high ranking females have higher reproductive success because they
obtained this position by chance (Snyder and Ellner (2018)) in particular during extreme conditions where
only few females might survive or reproduce (Lewontin and Cohen (1969)), or whether there are some
traits that lead to both higher rank and higher reproductive success (Fedigan (1983)).
Our focus in this study was on the consequences of competition among females within groups,
highlighting that some females (the subordinates) have a reduced fitness. It is important to bear in mind
that such an approach outlooks selection that operates on competition between groups, which may be
substantial in cooperative breeders where a single female mothers all offspring in a group, such that only
one of her daughters can inherit the highest rank. Accordingly, living in social groups might not necessarily
maximize fitness differences among females compared to a situation where they would all be solitary.
Instead, the fitness benefits of social life may outweigh its costs for most females, such that even
subordinates have a higher relative fitness when group-living compared to living alone. Nevertheless, our
findings clearly show that these benefits are unequally shared, and that this is true across environmental
conditions. They draw a complex landscape of the level of social inequality across mammalian societies,
where the benefits of social dominance are modulated by aspects of life-history, demography and
sociality that affect the form and intensity of reproductive and social competition, more than by
ecological competition.
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